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@ See supplement for #1 See If | can locate this document in the Garage 

@ My piece on Grassy Knoll... .not a clean copy. ... Use w/ Jackson and 

Dallas bike jockies. . .F. 16/item 3 

@ Sample of Fritz’s alleged note taking of Oswald interrogation. . .was this 

the whole business F. 16/item 4 

@ Hoover to RFK 11/25/’63 62-109060-7 (section 1) Hoover passes onto 

Bobby the FBI case against Oswald. Infers Oswald’s quilt day after his own 

murder... F. 16/item 5 

@ President of Dallas bar accusing authorities of railroading Oswald. . . F. 

19/item 6. 

@ Charges against Oswald w/ Tippits murder and JFK’s death. . .times 

provided F. 16/item 7. 

@ Review DIE notes Part ! Had LHO gone to trial F. 16/item 9 

@ RG 541 Zimmerman files, box 15, p. 3 Note on p. 2 was whole sale 

destruction in early 1970s of many military intelligence files. . . .F. 16/item 

10 &10A and 10B. . .(Silver Dollar related)... 

@ **** world reaction to Oswald’s murder. . .F. 16/item 11*** 

@ Walter Jenkins to LBJ 11/24/63 RG 64, Box 10, NARA, Correspondence 

w/ Burke Marshall Regarding Declassification of Jenkins Memo. Key Doc. 

**** Jenkins reports what Hoover said 11/24/’63 Hoover’s call came about 

45 minutes after news of Oswald’s murder.. .He notes a FBI man was at his 

bed side hoping he would make a death bed confession.. (sort of B movie 

stuff) [p.2]. He says DPD did not really have a case against Oswald until FB! 

gave them one. . .He lays out some of the so-called convicting evidence— 

none of it would have convicted Oswald.. .P. even Hoover notes that all the 

talking in Dallas on 11/22-11/24 prejudiced the case and would have 

“required a change of venue.” [Interesting when matched up against the 

FBI leaking to the press on the so-called evidence” starting on 11/27(check 

on the leaking). . .Try B of Trust). Hoover right in that Fritz, Wade, and Curry 

had tried Lee in the press and had no evidence. . . .Key here: Hoover



Oswald as sole suspect, Box 9, Folder 16, P. 2 

solution on 11/24; pp. 2-3 . FBI make an “investigative report” to AG (Katz) 

substituting for Bobby Kennedy . . .Att. General can make report to 

President and he can decide whether to make it public. .. then it was cut 

off... .F. 16/item 12 ****** Key doc. 

@ note 13 as detailed on my first flow sheet. .. .Notes that DPD Butler — 

glad JFK the SOB is dead... .***CD 320 F. 16/item 13 

@ note item 15 as detailed in original flow sheet re: Oswald’s shirt arrested 

in was the one he wore to work on 11/22/ F.16/item 15 

@ note Lee did not want any lawyer from Dallas Bar Ass. F. 16/item 

@ **** Rosen to Belmont 12/6/’63 62-109060-1868 (also 44-xxxxxx- 

unrecorded(Jack Ruby file). P2 is key, Here Rosen lays out all the heroic 

effort by the FBI to Q/A all the Dallas cops in basement when Ruby shot 

LHO (FBI questioned at this date 98 officers and still more to go... .And 

spoke with 51 newsmen who were in the basement. . . .of the estimated 

....BUT the Point: FBI failed to question any of the bike jockies except for 

one wo confronted Oswald on 2™ floor after shooting *******F, 19/item 

16@ Dr. Rose autopsy report on LHO. . . gives his vitals: 5’9”/ est. wt. 150 

lbs/normal brain . . .no gross abnormalities. ..Add here Simpich piece. .He 

stresses that Oswald’s weight was (1956-1963) no greater than 131-136 

and height was 5’9” and weight o 11/24 was 131 pounds.. . .(no sourcing). 

Varies w/ Dr. Rose’s estimates... Simpich piece is loaded w/ CiA/Oswald 

related material... .F. 19/items 18. . . Simpich varies widely on LHO’s vitals 

with Dr. Rose’s autopsy figures. . . (even in death Oswald appears a puzzle). 

@ SS Kelley’s description of Belin’s dog and pony show w/ WC members 

trip to the locus en quo in May 1964(6 months after the assassination!!!) it 

was a triumph for fatuous Belin . . (Who didn’t show up???) F.19/item 19). 

@ Arrest form for Wesley B. Frazier in JFK’s murder. . .F. 19/item 20 

@ Hoover “love” notes to LBJ. .. Lyndon to keep him on as FBI Director ona 

year to year basis. .. He had Hoover’s pecker in his pocket. . .F. 19/item 21. 

@ SS had tape recorder in Dallas. .. .on 11/24. .. But can assume it was 

there on 11/22 F. 19/item 22 (copy filed w/ Key Docs. .


